Worksheet 9. Verbs: Present time

What’s happening at the Clarks’ house on this holiday? Cross out the incorrect bolded words in parentheses in each item.

1. Grandpa is (kissing / hugging) his granddaughter Emily. He (dislikes / loves) her.

2. Bobby is (lying / sitting) on Grandma’s knee. Grandma is (telling / hearing) a story. Linda is (lending / giving) a present to Grandma.

3. Aunt Helena is (kissing / hugging) her nephew Scotty. Scotty (likes / hates) it.

4. Frank and Ben are sitting on the (roof / floor). They are playing (a game / music).

5. Uncle Luis says, “I’m hungry! And I (hear / smell) something good!”

6. At one corner of the table, Lizzie is playing with her food. Her mother (doesn’t like / doesn’t know) it.

7. Cousin Alan says, “Where’s the TV? I (want / hate) to watch the football game."